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Cannon Safe Announces Passing of Steve Baker 

 

Las Vegas, NV - Cannon Safe Inc., the leader in home safe design and technology, 

announces the passing of Steven Baker who for over 25 years was the face of Cannon Safe. 

He died peacefully on December 6th surrounded by loved ones near San Bernardino, 

California where the company was previously headquartered. He was beloved throughout 

the company, customers and its vendor partners. Steve leaves behind a legacy of 

innovation, hard work, and community leadership. Steve's passing comes during Cannon 

Safe's 50th anniversary. 

 

"Steve's greatest joys came from building and lifting those around him," states Aaron Baker, 

CEO of Cannon Safe. "My dad taught that by holding people to high standards while helping 

them grow and develop valuable skills will not only benefit the overall goals of the company, 

but will benefit our community by developing leaders."  

 

Steve recognized early that he was in the business of helping people. That leaves no 

surprise why being in the business of protecting people's valuable possessions brought him 

great joy. His mission for Cannon Safe was to help provide peace of mind for his customers 

both in the quality of the product and through their exceptional customer service. 

 

Steve's Legacy lives on as Cannon Safe, Inc. works to achieve its BHAG goal of, "A Safe in 

Every Home." 

 

About Cannon Safe 

Founded in 1965, Cannon Safe® is the most trusted name in protection and the leader in 

home safe design and technology. Designed to be part of everyday life, Cannon Safe 

products offer ultimate protection from fire, natural disasters and theft. Cannon Safe is the 

only safe company to offer free parts, free labor and free freight for safes damaged by 

burglary, natural flood or fire for the lifetime of the safe. Cannon Safe Inc. subsidiary brands 

include Cannon Safe (www.cannonsafe.com), GunVault (www.gunvault.com), and Cannon 

Security Products (www.cannonsecurityproducts). 
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